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insult someone from the Gard if he said he could grow
better marrows than we in the Var. But that would be as
far as even local feeling would go ... and of course I
would not pretend that we could grow wine as good as the
Cote du Rh6ne. Though we have our patches. There is
one at la Valette and another in Calvaire. If you could
drink their domain wines you might write home about them,,
if you lived at Tavel itself.
. . . And I want the whole world to be nothing but
undefined nations of Small Producers without boundaries
or custom houses or politicians. That would be a happy New
Year to all mankind. National B.B.C. or anyone else
speaking.
. . . No, I never wanted to kill anyone or anything,
and I never shall.
... I suppose the Commandant over there on the slope
of the mountain in Provence is eating my strawberries.
. . . Oh, hell! ... A window is thrown open on to Twelfth
Street. There are the syrens from the river, petards, bells in
chimes, great bells tolling. They wire their champagne
corks rather extravagantly in this country. . . „ At least
they don't cover the corks with cellophane . . . yet. The
air shivers with all those sounds. Voices of people singing
come up from the dark street. A guest pulls golden globes
from the Christmas tree; another, the cheveux d'ange. They
throw them down into the street. The singers haven't
perhaps got any. ... I suppose it is all right though I
do not think it would be done in the best English circles.
... I believe that, if you offered me a million dollars,
if, by pressing a button I would kill an unknown mandarin
in the centre of China, I should press the button. . . . And
yet I don't know. . . . The Chinese are a queer, old,
likeable clan. It was they who started the Great Trade Route
and first went from Pekin to Penzance, and their ancestor-
worshipping religion does not ask you to kill anyone, only
to hang paper lanterns on tombs in blue nights. . . .
. . . On the other hand, if I had a million dollars I would
start a magazine and print all the real talent from here to
Baton Rouge and back* „ * * What a six months that would be {

